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This essay focuses on the complex, cross-cultural origin of 
sukiya architecture as well as how—and why—it manifests 
a harmonious unity between architecture, gardens and 
nature. I first discuss the sukiya tradition in its original 
context, the tea ceremony (wabicha) of Sen no Rikyū 
(1522-1591), then I analyze the influence of European 
culture on wabi-style tea. Understanding this history will 
help us comprehend the true meaning of sukiya, and its 
special meaning for Japanese gardens in North America.

As we know, the Pritzker Prize, “the Nobel Prize of the architecture 
world,” has been awarded to many Japanese architects—most recently, to 
Shigeru Ban (2014) and Toyō Itō (2013). Since Japan opened its doors to 
Euro-American culture just before the Meiji Restoration of 1868, modern 
Japanese architecture has been greatly influenced by the West. However, 
even with this impact, there has remained a strong stream of “traditional” 
Japanese architecture called sukiya. Yet, sukiya architecture is tied to the 
first Westerner to play a leading role in the opening of Japan to the West: 
Francis Xavier (1506-1552), the Portuguese missionary who arrived in 
Japan in 1549.

Sukiya means “tea house,” referring to the structure used for tea 
gatherings in the so-called wabi-style tea ceremony formulated by Sen 
no Rikyū. I believe most Japanese architects familiar with sukiya utilize this 
basic form of Japanese architecture to connect man’s indoor and outdoor 
lives as directed by Rikyū. To achieve the goal of evolving Japanese gardens 
in North America by fusing interior and exterior space, it is essential to 
reconnect the sukiya style with Rikyū’s conceptions of the tea ceremony 
and teahouse. 

The Challenge of Understanding Sukiya

In several books published between 1969 and 1972, architectural historian 
Teiji Itoh (1922-2010) wrote about sukiya. In The Classic Tradition in 
Japanese Architecture, he explained, “For every educated Japanese the word 
sukiya evokes a world of association with buildings in which the ancient 
and traditional fondness for natural materials, simplicity, and closeness to 
nature dominates every detail of the composition.”1
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 In this book, Itoh proclaimed:

The philosophic and aesthetic concept that 
brought the sukiya style into existence, stimulated 
its development, and insured its continuation 
over some four centuries, is a concept inherently 
believed by Japanese and may be difficult to 
explain to a Westerner. 

He continued,

The word wabi, which embodies this concept, 
does not lend itself readily to translation, for it 
can mean a number of things: loneliness, rustic 
simplicity, quiet taste, a gentle affection for 
antique, unostentatious, and rather melancholy 
refinement.2 

Today how can we understand the sukiya design 
concept that is mysterious to many Westerners 
and even Japanese? How can we apply it to 
contemporary sukiya style design in North America 
or Japan? 

In the 1580s, Rikyū made significant changes in the 
existing tea ceremony as seen in the new name, 
wabicha, still in use today. The key to understanding 

the deeper meaning of the sukiya concept is to realize 
the transformation in Rikyū’s spiritual heart (kokoro) 
that caused the significant changes in the traditional 
tea ceremony. In English kokoro is usually translated as 
“heart” but the implication is different in the Japanese 
mind, so I translate it as the “spiritual heart.” Japanese 
arts, such as chadō (tea ceremony), kadō (flower 
arrangement), and the martial arts including kendō 
and jūdō, all literally meaning “the way of,” are based 
on kokoro. Although it may be nationalistic, Japanese 
people sometimes call themselves kokoro-no-tami, or 
“people of kokoro.” 

It is impossible to understand Rikyū’s wabicha without 
understanding Rikyū’s kokoro because it explains 
his shift to this approach to tea. Thus, let us explore 
Rikyū’s spiritual heart that caused the significant 
changes in the tea ceremony, and created his wabicha 
that is embodied in his physical concept for the 
teahouse. What are the possible major causes for this 
profound change in Rikyū?

Rikyu’s Maturation in a Complex Age

When we examine a timeline of the development 
of wabi-style tea ceremony, we confront European 
culture as a formative force. Rikyū was born in 1522 

LEFT:  Sen no 
Rikyū built 
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teahouse called 
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in interior size to 
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and the use of 
locally available 
wood and mud 
clay.

2. Itoh Teiji and Futagawa Yukio, The Classic Tradition in Japanese Architecture, p.14.
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in Sakai, present-day Osaka prefecture. In 1540, Rikyū 
became a pupil of the tea master Takeno Jōō (1502-
1555), then dramatically evolved his master’s tea style 
after Jōō’s death.

In 1549 Francis Xavier came to Japan as the first 
Catholic missionary, and began his missionary work 
that would continue through the work of several 
generations of Jesuit priests and lay brothers, most 
active in Japan in the 1570s and 1580s. When warlord 
Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582), who had defeated the 
Ashikaga shoguns in 1573, was assassinated in 1582, 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598) came to power. In 
that same year, Rikyū built the wabi-style teahouse, 
called Tai’an. In 1585, when Hideyoshi was “promoted” 
to the chief advisor to Emperor Ōgimachi and held a 
tea ceremony at Imperial Palace, Rikyū received the 
title Rikyū koji (resident officer Rikyū). Over the next 
two years, Rikyū assisted Hideyoshi in performing 
tea at the Imperial Palace using his portable golden 
tea room, then at the great, public Kitano tea 
ceremonies. In 1587, Hideyoshi promulgated the first 
anti-Christian edicts; and, in 1591, he forced Rikyū to 
commit suicide.

After the Edo period began, in 1610, Rikyū’s disciple 
Furuta Oribe (1544-1615) moved to Edo to serve the 

second Tokugawa shogun. Just three years later, 
that government began anti-Christian edicts. After 
their final defeat of the Toyotomi clan in 1615, 
Oribe was obliged to commit suicide. Oda Uraku 
(1547-1621), the tea master brother of Oda 
Nobunaga, created the Joan teahouse in 1618. 
Less than a decade later, the sukiya-style structures 
at Katsura Detached Villa were begun.

That brief timeline shows the confluence of 
the consolidation of warrior power, the rise of 
wabicha, and Japan’s rapid opening to Christianity, 
exclusion of missionaries, then increasing 
persecution of Christians before Christianity 
was banned in 1633. These connections are 
personified in the several Jesuit priests and lay 
brothers who directly and indirectly influenced 
Rikyū and his disciples. They include: Francis Xavier 
(1506-1552) one of the seven founders of The 
Society of Jesus (Jesuits); medical doctor Luis de 
Almeida (1525-1585); Luís Fróis (1532-1597), 
author of A History of Japan (Historia do Japõo, 
1597); Alessandro Valignano, (1539-1606), who 
brought a printing press to Japan; and the famous 
linguist João Rodrigues, (1561-1633) author of The 
History of The Christian Church in Japan.3

CENTER 
(exterior) / 
RIGHT (interior): 
Oda Uraku, the 
tea master brother 
of Oda Nobunaga, 
created the Joan 
teahouse in 1618.

3. Writings by these men about their experience in Japan are given in Michael Cooper, ed., They Came to Japan, An Anthology of European Writings on Japan 
1543-1640. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Center for Japanese Studies, 1995).
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The remarkable feats of these missionaries reflect 
developments in Europe, especially in Rome, from 
where these Catholic missions originated. In 1445 
Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing press. 
St. Peter’s Basilica at the Vatican City, Rome, was 
created from 1506-1626. Incited by Pope Leo X’s 
sale of indulgences, in 1515 Martin Luther (1484-
1566) led the Protestant Reformation. In response, 
a new Catholic order, the Society of Jesus, was 
founded in 1534. 

Those missionaries who went to Japan 
experienced one of the most important times in 
the history of Christianity and, arguably, in world 
culture. Evidence of cross-cultural exchange 
is seen in the fact that five of Rikyū’s so-called 
“seven disciples” shared the Christian faith. 
Among them was his closest disciple, Takayama 
Ukon (1552-1615), well known as the “Christian 
daimyo” exiled to Manila after he abandoned his 
warrior status to devote himself to Christianity. 
In addition, Rikyū’s two special disciples—Oda 
Uraku and Rikyū’ son, Sen no Dōan (1546-
1607)—were both Christians. 

The Tai’an and the Origin of Sukiya 
Architecture

It is often said that the origin of sukiya style is revealed 
in the Tai’an tearoom, designed and built by Rikyū as 
part of the expansion of the Myōkian, a complex of 
teahouses originally created in 1582. Rikyū introduced 
significant changes into the Tai’an. He created more 
simple, serene and functionally efficient spaces by 
orienting the teahouse to the south, minimizing the 
interior space to two tatami mats (roughly six by six 
feet), and, in the manner of a farmer’s barn, using locally 
available wood and mud clay. 

The change in orientation meant the tea ceremony 
gained a greater appreciation for changes in daylight, 
and thus, implicitly, grew closer to the seasons and 
harmonized with nature. By reducing scale and using 
humble materials, Rikyū created a sense of purity, 
simplicity and humbleness at the same time that he 
connected the guests’ experience of—and sense of 
belonging to—the surrounding garden. Instead of 
feeling confined, guests become attuned to nature and 
the universe. 

Rikyū also created new features in and around the 
wabi-style teahouse. The nijiriguchi (“crouching entry”) 
refers to the tearoom’s small portal (about 2.2 by 2.2 
feet). Rikyū’s humble tea gatherings were open to men 

Less than a 
decade after the 
construction of 
Joan, the sukiya-
style structures at 
Katsura Detached 
Villa were begun.

4. Matthew 7:13, New International Version Bible. (The nijiriguchi is the strait gate to heaven, as opposed to the wide gate). 
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of all classes. To enter the room, samurai had to take 
off their swords and crawl, or wriggle, through the 
nijiriguchi. This unique small entry is said to symbolize 
“the narrow gate” to Heaven referenced in the Bible.4  

Rikyū also created the rōji (“dewy path”), the garden 
immediately in front of the teahouse. It is composed of 
stepping stone path, waiting arbor, stone lanterns and 
stone washbasin. Walking through the rōji, guests purify 
their mind to become ready to enter the teahouse 
free from mundane distractions. 

Another innovation in the tearoom was the ro, the 
sunken hearth.  After a first piece of burning charcoal 
is placed there, the host adds charcoal three more 
times to keep the kettle boiling. At the end of the 
tea gathering, the charcoal is extinguished. The fire’s 
beginning and end symbolize life and death. Arguably, 
finding meaning in life is the basis of wabicha. Thus, 
in Rikyū’s tea, great importance is placed on meeting 
each other directly and sincerely in this short span of 
life. The often-used phrase, ichigo-ichie (“one time, one 
meeting”), encapsulates this philosophy.5  

Rikyu’s Wabicha and Christian Faith

 In 2006, Takahashi Toshio, an Urasenke instructor, 
pastor at the Kasugabe church in Japan, and historian 
of Takayama Ukon, published Takayama Ukon no shinkō 
to chanoyu (Takayama Ukon’s faith and tea ceremony) 
and Chanoyu no kokoro de seisho o yomeba (If you read 
the Bible with the heart of chanoyu). I paraphrase and 
translate a few key passages of the books to clarify the 
Christian underpinnings of wabi-style tea. 

First, Takahashi points out that “the spirit of the tea 
ceremony,” sometimes called the essence of the 

Japanese culture, has been explained through Zen 
Buddhism, “totally eliminating” connections to 
Christianity. This was “done intentionally” by the 
Toyotomi and Tokugawa governments, following 
their anti-Christian edicts.6 The interpretation of 
Japanese culture through the lens of Zen also 
marked the mid-20th century historical revisionism 
by Japanese and Western scholars. We might add 
that state sponsored Shinto, dominant from the 
Meiji period through World War II, left little room 
for a Christian interpretation of tea ceremony. 

Second, Takahashi discusses the purposeful 
destruction of documents: 

From the time of Hideyoshi’s persecution 
of Christians and prohibition of Christianity 
through the Edo period, recorded materials 
and genealogies for Christians were almost 
totally destroyed or hidden. However, recently, 
Japanese researchers have realized this 
Christian influence with the discovery of the 
letters, records and paintings in the Vatican 
Palace in Rome.7 

Takahashi speculates that Rikyū was a Christian, 
and this belief greatly impacted the development 
of wabi-style tea. He writes, “There are similarities 
between the Catholic mass and the tea ceremony. 
Some tea houses in those days were used for 
secret Catholic worship.”8 He cites the Joan 
teahouse built by Oda Uraku as one example, and 
postulates that the name Joan refers to the Biblical 
name John. We also point out that Kanō painters’ 
early 17th century screen paintings of “southern 
barbarian” show Jesuits and samurai in Japanese 
rooms practicing mass and tea ceremony.9

5. In my presentation at the 2014 NAJGA conference, I provided other examples of wabicha innovations linked to Christian themes. In addition, 
several scholars have pointed out the parallel between the shared drinking from the Communion cup with communal drinking from the tea bowl. 
Called mawashinomi, this is a particularly strange custom because the Japanese have almost no other practice of drinking from the same cup due 
to their emphasis on cleanliness.

6. Takahashi Toshio, Chanoyu no kokoro de seisho o yomeba (If you read the Bible with the heart of chanoyu; Tokyo: Forest Books, 2006) p.27.

7. Takahashi Toshio, p.27. 

8.  Takahashi Toshio, p.29-30.  

9. See illustrations of these paintings in Yukiko Shirahara, ed. Japan Envisions the West, 16th-19th century Japanese Art from the Kobe City Museum  
(Seattle: Seattle Museum of Art, 2007). Rodriguez wrote at length on tea. 
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Takahashi concludes that, “The heart of wabicha 
can be understood more easily if we understand 
its relevance to Christianity.” For this scholar of tea 
and Christianity, the core of wabicha is based on the 
key Christian sentiment, expressed in Luke 6:26, “Be 
merciful, just as your Father is merciful.”10 We have 
not yet found documents proving that Rikyū was a 
Christian. This absence presumably stems from the 
historical persecution of Christians, and the ongoing 
political need to distance Japan’s military leaders and 
one of its cultural forms, tea ceremony, from outside 
culture. However, based on the historical facts, we can 
infer that Rikyū’s wabicha was greatly influenced by the 
Christian faith he shared with most of his disciples.

Conclusion

Tracing the Christian content of wabi-style tea and 
its spaces does not mean that Rikyū copied Catholic 
practice. In contrast to the grand cathedrals built by 
Christian missionaries in imitation of the mighty St. 
Peter’s Basilica, which has a dome 174 feet wide and 
380 feet high, and the golden splendor of early 17th 
century Buddhist temples and mausolea, aristocratic 
palaces, and samurai castles and villas, Japanese 
tearooms are diminutive. The Tai’an is 8.5 feet high, and 
6.5 feet across. Moreover, whereas cathedrals reflect 
the glory believed to exist in heaven, tea architecture 
embraces the purity attributed to nature. Many factors 
may explain the profound rustic simplicity of the sukiya 
style, but most basic may be Rikyū’s desire to express 
the humility he found in Christianity.11

I maintain that Christian values also impacted the 
harmonious design of the architecture and garden at 
Katsura Villa. But that is the topic of another article. 

10. Takahashi Toshio, p.18. 

11. We might speculate that this emphasis on humility and poverty 
parallels the doctrines and practices of the Franciscans, who, along with 
Dominicans and Augustinians, came to Japan about forty years after 
the Jesuits. These mendicant orders (takuhatsu shudōkai), opposed the 
Jesuits in Japan with their emphasis on humility, poverty and different 
ways of missionary work. Kenichi Nakagawa, Nihonjin no seishinkouzou 
o saguru vols. 2 and 3 (Search for Spiritual Structure of Japanese; 
Shizuoka: Harvest Time Ministries, 2014, 2016), p.9 (2), p.3 (3).


